Friends,

This week, Democrats on the House Judiciary Committee scrambled to rubber stamp a radically restrictive gun control package following the horrific shooting in Uvalde, TX.

What Democrats are attempting to do is strip away Americans’ foundational rights, especially the ability to defend themselves. They are trying to follow Justin Trudeau’s lead by taking advantage of an emotional moment to persecute law-abiding gun owners.

But as I told Democrats yesterday, no politician is going to bully their way into stripping Americans of fundamental rights.

**WATCH:** [2A is here to stay](#)

After more than ten hours of debate in committee, Democrats rammed through their partisan gun control package despite strong objections from Republican members. Absolutely no one wants another tragedy to occur in this country but imposing radical gun restrictions on law-abiding gun owners is not the answer.

This latest effort by Congressional Democrats to deny Americans their constitutional rights will not fix the problems Democrats claim to want to address. The true issue we must solve is the loss of the relationship between our country and God.

**MORE:** [Rep. Bishop and Tony Perkins Discuss House Judiciary Committee](#)

President Biden, Congressional Democrats, and our own Governor Roy Cooper, are all echoing the sentiment of Canadian gun grabber-in-chief Justin Trudeau. The founders, unlike Trudeau, understood the importance of the right to bear arms.

**WATCH:** [America will not follow Canada’s lead](#)
Congressional Democrats have laid out their agenda clearly to the American people. They want to end the filibuster, expand the Supreme Court, shred the constitution, and strip Americans of their Second Amendment rights.

**WATCH:** [Democrats say the quiet part out loud](#)

Alexander Hamilton in the Federalist 28 stated that: “If the representatives of the people betray their constitutions, there is then no resource left but in the exertion of that original right of self-defence, which is paramount to all positive forms of government.”

America’s founders were brilliant men. They knew that the Second Amendment was not made just for hunting. Just listen to abolitionist and statesman Frederick Douglas who stated: “A man’s rights rest in three boxes. The ballot box, jury box and the cartridge box.”

Clearly the left has no respect for our founders, our history, or our fundamental liberties. They want power and control. They are willing to exploit a heartbreaking tragedy to push their radical agenda.

I voted against these unconstitutional, restrictive gun control measures and will never support efforts to disarm our citizenry. The rights of the American people to defend their homes, their families and their country shall not be infringed. I take that to heart.

---

**Do you agree with Biden and Democrats that your fundamental rights should be taken away?**

- Yes
- No

*Submit survey to sign up for updates on my work in Congress.*

**WATCH:** [Democrats Want Canadian Gun Control](#)
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